Frederick
POST System
Frederick residents enjoy ample parks and open
space, including neighborhood trails and the Legacy
Trail corridor. The parks provide a variety of outdoor
facilities, incorporating active and passive recreation
opportunities. Open space and trail corridors also offer
recreation opportunities and provide natural buffers
from development. For a community its size, Frederick
has developed an impressive system of parks, open
space, and trails. This chapter introduces the POST
inventories, describes the Town’s existing system,
and provides an overview of park classifications.

System-Wide
Observations and
Opportunities

Park Land

•

The Town of Frederick manages
a community-oriented park and
open space system that is bolstered
with neighborhood parks, two larger
destination parks, swaths of open spaces
and a well-connected trail system. Sites
are well-maintained and cared for by the
community and the Town.

visitors. Most parks provide basic amenities

The Town has implemented many of the
past recommendations from the 2010
POST Master Plan such as converting
engineered wood fiber (EWF) playground
surfacing to poured-in-place surfacing,
adding park monument signage, and
adding basic amenities such as benches
and dog waste stations. Building on past
progress is key to successful growth of the
POST system.

by park classification and Map 1 provides

•

•

•

•
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There are opportunities to improve
habitat, ecological function, and
nature-based recreation activities such
as fishing, nature education, etc. Few
drought-tolerant plantings were noted;
and drought (or rising water costs) could
significantly impact the function and
desirability of high water-use landscapes.
As is the case with many city park systems
in Colorado, the addition of trees to
shade high use areas like play equipment
and benches is always beneficial.
Therefore, continuing and possibly
growing the established tree planting
system serves as a primary opportunity.
To quote the Chinese proverb: “The best
time to plant a tree is 20-years ago, the
second-best time is now.”
Altogether, Frederick’s extensive POST
system provides residents with essential
tools that add to their quality of life.
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The Town of Frederick offers 21 parks with
over 380 acres of park land to residents and
such as a playground structure, a picnic
shelter, tables, and benches. The Existing
Parks Inventory (in Appendix A) analyzes each
park individually and lists its size, amenities,
recreation opportunities, and more. Below,
Table 1 summarizes the inventory content
orientation to the park and open space
system.

Regional Park

Mini Parks range in size from ¼ to 3 acres
and are typically found in areas lacking vast
parkland. They are intended to be a walkto facility that provides recreation for the
residents in their immediate vicinity, within 1/5*
mile of residents served. They usually include
play equipment, a picnic shelter and tables,
and sometimes a small turf area for informal
recreation.
Neighborhood Parks are typically 4 to 6 acres

Table 1: Park Inventory Overview
Classification

PARK CLASSIFICATIONS

# of
Sites

1

Total
Acres

Examples

128.5

Frederick Recreation
Area

in size and are also intended to be walk-to
facilities, within a 1/31 mile of the homes they
serve. They usually have a playground, an
open turf/play area large enough for informal
field sports and practices, a basketball and/or
tennis court, picnic facilities, and sometimes
a restroom and/or off-street parking.

Community
Park

1

40.7

Centennial Park

Neighborhood
Park

9

44.1

Fox Run Park, James
M. Crist Park, Eagle
Valley Park

Mini Park

8

7.9

Carriage Hills Park,
Fireﬁghters’ Park,
Ironworks/Maplewood
Park
Bella Rosa Golf
Course, Bulrush
Wetland Park

Special Use

2

159.3

TOTALS:

21

380.4

Neighborhood Parks are often accessed by a
network of trails.

Regional Parks serve an even greater
population, typically the Carbon Valley area.
They are often associated with large natural
areas (e.g. prairies, forests, reservoirs) and
may have special features to take advantage
of their resources (such as trails and wildlife
viewing). They may also include destination
facilities (e.g. a large playground w/ unique
play features) or include special recreation
uses (e.g. fairgrounds). Frederick Recreation
Area is the only Regional Park in Frederick.
Special Use areas are publicly accessible
outdoor spaces that have unique uses for the
community. Frederick has two Special Use
areas – Bella Rosa Golf Course and Bulrush
Wetland Park. Bella Rosa Golf Course is a
public golf course owned and operated by the
Town of Frederick. Bulrush Wetlands Park is a
parks and open space hybrid with amenities
such as a large picnic shelter, benches, and
educational signage.

Community Parks are typically 20 to
40 acres in size. They are likely drive-to
facilities that serve multiple neighborhoods.
Characteristically, they are located along major
municipal transportation routes and have
onsite parking (50 spaces or more). Community
Parks usually have clusters of recreation
facilities such as a fourplex of baseball/softball
fields, several soccer fields, and multiple tennis
and/or basketball courts. Centennial Park is the
only Community Park in Frederick.
1
These distances reflect Frederick’s current
standards in the Land Use Code (LUC).

Firefighter's Park is a 1.5 acre mini park
serving nearby residents with basic amenities.
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MAP 1: EXISTING PARKS
AND OPEN SPACE
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ages 5 to 12, benches, dog waste stations,
paved access to the core facilities, and
adjacent on-street parking.

PARKS AND FACILITIES
PROVIDED BY OTHERS
Frederick is not the only provider of parks and

•

Parks are well-distributed throughout
the developed areas of Frederick. Most
residents are within the Town’s standards
of a park (1/3 mile from a neighborhood
park and 1/5 mile from a mini park – see
Chapter 3 for more detail about Park
access).

•

Pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular access
to the park system is very good with path
or sidewalk access and adequate on-street
parking available for the majority of park
sites.

recreation opportunities in the Town. The St.
Vrain Valley School District and various HOA
parks and facilities are significant providers
of publicly accessible parks and/or recreation
and sports facilities. In addition, the Carbon
Valley Parks and Recreation District provides
recreation facilities and programs for their
own visitors as well as nearby neighbors.
Together, all these facilities help meet local
needs and attract people from throughout the
general vicinity. Overarching park observations

•

and opportunities are described below, and
park-by-park descriptions can be found in
Appendix B.

PARK OBSERVATIONS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
•

Frederick has done an excellent job of
providing basic amenities for almost all of
its parks: picnic shelter, play equipment for

•

Recreation opportunities provided in
HOA parks vary in quality and types
of facilities. In some cases, parks are
lacking essential neighborhood-serving
amenities. The HOA’s are responsible to
provide better or more facilities for the
neighborhood.

•

•

Most parks support traditional outdoor
recreation uses including play, picnicking,
and active recreation. There is an
opportunity to provide a greater variety of
recreation opportunities across the parks
system and consider new trends and future
uses when replacing/repairing existing
amenities and facilities.

•

Most parks feature a turf area, or an
unprogrammed grassy area with limited
physical obstructions. However, few
of these are usable for informal field
sports due to their size and unevenness.
The Town may want to select key
neighborhood parks to improve the turf
area to accommodate more turf-based
activities.

Some sites are underutilized or
have unusable park areas; there are
opportunities to naturalize or repurpose
some park areas for different uses.

•

12
12
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Amenities and facilities--both large and
small—have various ages for equipment.
In general, the Town has been successful
in upgrading the equipment in many park
sites. Continuing upgrades through an
on-going capital improvements program
to address deferred maintenance issues in
older parts of the Town should continue.

Shade trees are needed at most parks
to increase user comfort. Evergreen trees
were noted at numerous parks and appear
healthy and offer year-round shade and a
memorable character. Newer trees were

noted at a few sites as a part of the tree
program that Frederick offers.
•

There's an opportunity to create design
standards that dictate what range of
facilities and support amenities should be
included in each park. These standards will
then be applied to new park development.

•

There is an opportunity for Frederick's
parks to better reflect the demographic
needs of the surrounding neighborhood.
Many older sites provide the same mix
of park amenities and facilities, rather
than having unique features suited to the
diversity of age and income of nearby
residents. (e.g., perimeter paths, nature
play, pickleball, etc.)

•

While parks are relatively well-maintained,
challenges to updating older park facilities
and amenities were noted. The Master
Plan should consider a plan for updating
facilities and amenities throughout
Frederick.

•

The Town has made improvements to
some parks to host events, such as
electrical outlets and an updated stage/
gazebo at Crist Park. However, there
are opportunities to provide additional
improvements to better facilitate events
throughout the park system.

CHAPTER 2: FREDERICK POST SYSTEM
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Open Space
For a community its size, Frederick has the
foundation for a strong open space system
in place, thanks primarily to open lands
dedicated during the development process
(as required by the Land Use Code) and
the creative application of conservation
easements. As Frederick grows, open space
related to new residential development should
continue to be dedicated and will typically
result in +/- 20% of the development area
being preserved as open space.

OPEN SPACE CLASSIFICATIONS
The Town of Frederick has a number of open
areas that provide unique experiences for
users, help protect and preserve the function
of the natural environment, protect agriculture
and mountain views, and provide relief from
urban development. Many of the Town’s open
spaces are places of respite with a variety
of habitats and environments for residents
to visit and enjoy. While some parcels have
open access, others have restricted access

The Town of Frederick offers 35 open space

or are not accessible to the public at all. The

and landscaped areas totaling over 530 acres.

following open space classifications were

Much of the open space in Frederick consists

developed to help indicate how an open

of greenway trails, natural surface paths, and

space is utilized and maintained.

unirrigated grasslands. Appendix A includes
an inventory of Town-owned open space,
including acreage and if each open space
area is publicly accessible. Map 1 provides
orientation to the park and open space
system.

Natural Open Space is a ‘wild’ open space
with native vegetation intact or habitat that
has been restored to a natural state. These
areas are often large, greater than 40 acres,
and do not offer the same recreational

components as a Community or Regional

Landscape Open Space includes small,

Park. Their primary function is connecting

linear areas planted with trees or containing

habitat and preserving a variety of natural

entryway features for a subdivision. They are

habitats (e.g. wetlands, riparian corridors,

primarily ‘windshield’ open space areas that

lakes or ponds, native grasslands, floodplains,

provide relief from development.

etc).

Oil/gas Wells are widely distributed

Greenway Open Space is a linear open

throughout the Town of Frederick. Since the

area with trails and other amenities typically

wells require a building setback of 200 feet,

associated with a creek or floodplain.

about 10% of the Town’s current area and 10%

Greenway open spaces have three main

of the Town’s future planning area is preserved

functions: to preserve creek and floodplain

from development by well sites. While these

corridors, to provide relief from development,

areas do not qualify as open space for the 20%

and to help create a network of connected

dedication, they do provide some relief from

open space and trails. Greenways may include

urban development.

passive recreation amenities such as a picnic
shelter.
Open Space is undeveloped areas that
provide relief from development, preserve
agriculture, and preserve land that is unstable
(subsidence areas) or which is used as a
drainage or detention basin. These areas can
be large or small parcels that typically are
not connected, but serve the surrounding
neighborhoods.

14
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Trails
OPEN SPACE OBSERVATIONS
AND OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

•

The Town owns a significant amount of
open space. The most recent acquisition,
the Mendoza property (located on
Aggregate Blvd. and Tipple Pkwy.)
is a prime example of how the Town
preserves land for agricultural uses.
Frederick owned open spaces provide
the community with a natural rural
setting, act as natural buffers from future
development, and provide buffers in urban
areas. Current and future opportunities
exist to protect natural and cultural
resources and to provide additional
public access, recreation facilities, and
educational features within open space.

•

New residential subdivisions include
adequate open spaces to provide
relief from urban development and
infrastructure.

Residents of Frederick benefit from a variety of

Table 3: Trail Inventory Overview

trails through parks, between neighborhoods,
along natural areas, and along existing

Trail Type

Overall Length
(miles)

Concrete Trail – 8’ or wider

13.48

Concrete Trail – Less than 8’
wide

1.89

Natural Surface Trail – 8’ or
wider

6.90

Natural Surface Trail – Less
than 8’ wide

0.12

TOTAL

22.39

corridors. Trail conditions vary considerably in
•

•

While most of the Town’s open space
areas are open to the public, they
remain largely inaccessible or partially
accessible due to conservation easements
or deed restrictions. For example, the
Bulrush Wetlands is only accessible via
appointment. Opportunities to allow
more or better public access exist, yet
improvements such as trail development
and habitat restoration may be needed.

Frederick currently has an Open Space
Fund which is financed via a 0.5% sales
tax on all purchases made in the Town
of Frederick. The tax takes advantage
of Frederick’s proximity to the interstate
which means non-residents are also
contributing to the Open Space Fund.
The tax is dedicated to open space
acquisition, construction and maintenance.
It generates approximately $500,000 per
year and is expected to rise as growth
occurs.
While current sales tax revenue allows
Frederick to purchase between 12 and
25 acres of new open space a year, it is
important to balance acquisition with
construction or maintenance costs. See
Table 2 for potential open s pace use
funding.

Frederick between wide concrete pathways
with landscaping and public art to narrow
natural surface paths along the edge of open
space. In most cases, the trails are wellmaintained and new enough to be free of any
deterioration or damage. There are currently
over 20 miles of trails within the Frederick
Planning Area and the majority (over 65%) are
paved with concrete.

TRAIL TYPES

Appendix A includes the existing trails

The Town of Frederick provides a variety of

inventory, which details every trail segment

trails for its residents, ranging from wide multi-

by area/subdivision with trail type, width,

use pathways to narrow trails through open

mileage, and a short description. Table 3

spaces. Within the Frederick Planning Area

below summarizes the trail types and mileage

there are a total of 15.4 miles of concrete trails

from the inventory and Map 2 provides

and 7 miles of natural surface trails.

orientation to the trail system.

Table 2: Open Space Funding Uses
Uses suitable for open
space tax funding

Uses which may be
suitable if promoting
passive recreation

• Purchase of open space
• Passive recreation
including:
• trail construction and
extension
• benches
• restrooms
• bike racks
• signage
• native or xeric landscaping

16

Uses which are probably
not suitable

• Active recreation such as:
• Playgrounds
• Open turf areas

FREDERICK POST MASTER PLAN

•
•
•
•
•
•

skateboard parks
pools
court facilities
ballﬁelds
community meeting rooms
recreation centers

CHAPTER 2: FREDERICK POST SYSTEM
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Concrete Trails make up the majority of the

primitive natural experience is desired, trails

trail system in Frederick. All paved shared-

constructed of natural materials may be

use trails in Frederick are constructed with

preferred. The Town of Frederick has many

concrete, which is the standard throughout

examples of natural surface trails ranging

Colorado. They are durable and minimize the

from the Milavec Lake perimeter trail to rural

long-term maintenance costs of the facility.

trails in some subdivisions. Natural surface

Several widths of concrete trails are found

trails are sometimes preferred by runners

within Frederick. In Table 3 concrete trails

and equestrians as the soft nature of the trail

have been grouped into two categories: those

is easier on feet and joints. Natural surface

eight feet and wider, and those narrower

trails can require occasional maintenance

than eight feet wide. Trails built to a width of

as trail use, weather-related erosion, and

eight feet or wider support mixed uses well

encroachment by adjacent foliage can

by allowing sufficient space for passing and

degrade the trail.

•

The Legacy Trail along Colorado
Boulevard forms the spine of the
Frederick trail system and provides
opportunity for greater regional
connectivity. Within Frederick, there
is some connectivity to this trail from
Downtown, Centennial Park, Frederick
Recreation Area and the neighborhoods
of No Name Creek, Moore Farm, Summit
View Estates, and Countryside.

•

Frederick trails mostly provide residents
with neighborhood connectivity
and recreation opportunities. As
development in Frederick has occurred
in a sporadic pattern, each subdivision
provides internal trails for residents.
Opportunities to build new trails to
existing neighborhood trails will provide
greater crosstown connections.

accommodating larger groups. Trails narrower
connectors to link users to wider trails, or are

TRAIL OBSERVATIONS AND
OPPORTUNITIES

found in areas that do not have high amounts

•

than eight feet wide are commonly used as

of trail use.
Natural Surface Trails are constructed with
natural materials such as gravel, road base,
or finely crushed stone. Where the amount

Where development has occurred, there
is a network of pedestrian/bike trails
and sidewalks that give residents access
to parks. Future residential developments
should continue to prioritize trail access,
development, and connectivity between
existing trail segments.

of use is relatively low, or where a more

18
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•

Some neighborhoods appear more
isolated from trails and parks than
others. Gaps identified should be
prioritized for future trail development.

•

The adjacent communities of Firestone
and Dacono also provide trails with
opportunity for planned connections to
establish an inter-community system.

•

Few on-street bicycle facilities were
observed within the Frederick town

boundary. However, many existing road
rights-of-way offer a pavement section
that would allow for bike lane striping.
Opportunities to explore on-street
facilities should be made by the guidance
of the Transportation Master Plan to
connect to off-street trail routes and
improve multimodal connections with the
area.
•

System wide, trail surfacing is in very
good condition, which is attributable to
construction at a high standard and good
maintenance.

•

On-street sidewalks are not categorized
as trails but play an essential role in
providing connectivity in neighborhoods
and around Downtown Frederick.

•

In neighborhoods where large rural
residential lots are prevalent, sidewalks
are infrequent. However, local streets
with low traffic volume and speeds
adequately provide pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity for the neighborhood.

•

Frederick’s open spaces are only partially
connected to adjacent neighborhoods by
trails. Open spaces continue to provide
great opportunities for trail development
and Town connectivity.

CHAPTER 2: FREDERICK POST SYSTEM
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